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Feel the Latin Beat
n The worldwide TV hit Dancing with

What Is It?—Brazilian music created in the late 1950s.
The 1965 hit “The Girl from Ipanema” by Stan Getz and João
Gilberto (the “inventor of bossa nova”) is the most famous
song in this style. Derived from samba, it’s more harmonically complex and less reliant on percussion.

Typical Instrumentation—Classical guitar, piano, clave, tambourine (or rim-shot snare and hi-hat)

What Is It?—Afro-Cuban music developed in the 1930s,
the accompanying dance is derived from European contradances, while the music has African influences. Mambo
took off in the ’40s and was popularized in the US by Tito
Puente, Tito Rodriguez, and other Latin musicians. Chacha is related to the mambo.

Typical Instrumentation—Trumpets, reeds,
congas, timbales, assorted small percussion (cowbell,
clave, scraper, rhythm block)

What Is It?—Brazilian music with African origins common to northeastern Brazil and the favelas (slums) of
Rio de Janeiro. Samba music uses syncopated, complex
rhythm parts. Huge “samba schools” organize dancers
and musicians for Rio’s famous carnival. Samba has many
derivatives, including bossa nova, pagode, and axé.

Typical Instrumentation—Cavaco (Brazilian
ukulele), pandeiro (tambourine drum), agogo (double
cow bell), cuica (friction drum), snare drum, surdo
(bass drum)

Tango

Bossa Nova

Try out these rhythms on simple percussion, but also on a piano, or indeed any
instrument. Each style is often heard with
a traditional combination of instruments.
Some of these instruments, especially the
percussion, may seem exotic, but manufacturers such as Latin Percussion and
Remo produce affordable claves, agogos,
pandeiros, and other Latin instruments.

Mambo

Without doubt it’s the distinctive rhythms
of Latin music that make them so irresistible for dancers and musicians. Below
is a summary of four classic Latin styles,
including a simple drum tab with a rhythmic example. The symbol  is the percussion clef. To understand more about time
signatures, visit www.makingmusicmag.
com/pdfs/clip06jan.pdf.

Samba

the Stars may seem like a fad, but in truth
this incarnation of a ballroom dance
show has its origins with the British show
Come Dancing, which first aired in 1949!
The perennial fascination with ballroom
dances has meant that the exotic Latin
music styles that accompany them have
remained popular.

What Is It?—Argentinian music that originated in
Buenos Aires in the 19th century. The sensual dance was
popular in bars and brothels until it gained respectability
in the 1920s, in part due to silent film star and dancer
Rudolph Valentino. The dance’s dramatic movements
are accompanied by abrupt rhythms and sharp accents.

Rhythm Example—Bossa nova in 2/4

Rhythm Example—Mambo in 4/4

Rhythm ExampleS—Samba in 2/2 and Samba
in 4/4

Typical Instrumentation—Violin, flute, guitar,
bandoneone (accordion), piano
Rhythm Example—Tango in 4/4

n Fred W. Gretsch was just a small boy

when he started accompanying his grandfather, Fred
Gretsch, Sr., to the family’s legendary drum and guitar
business in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Now a successful
businessman with more than 20 years as company president under his belt, he looks back on those childhood
memories fondly. “I got my grandfather’s spirit for the
business back then,” he recalls. “And it’s that spirit that
continues to carry me forward, even today.”
It was that same spirit that kept him going when, in
1967, his uncle and then-president William Gretsch
decided to sell the company to Baldwin. After the sale
the Gretsch name—and Fred Grestch himself—stayed
put, but the rich legacy of the Gretsch Company started
to falter. Baldwin discontinued the Gretsch line of guitars,
and closed the family’s beautiful 10-story building in
Brooklyn. “I made a promise to myself that I would one
day buy the company back,” says Gretsch. “But over the
years, when I would run into people from Baldwin and
tell them I wanted to buy the company, the answer was
always the same: ‘It’s not for sale.’”
Gretsch never lost hope, and his dream of regaining
control of his family business eventually became a
reality in 1984, when Baldwin filed for bankruptcy. The
bankruptcy process spun the music side of Baldwin off
into its own entity (by that time, the company was also in
finance and insurance), and the music folks wanted to focus on just the Baldwin piano lines. “They were happy to
sell the Gretsch name back to me at that point,” Gretsch
says. “The deal went through in November 1984, and we
made the announcement on the first business day of
1985. It was a great holiday.”
But bringing the Gretsch Company back to its former
glory wasn’t without challenges. “I only got back a drum
company,” says Gretsch. “And while we’ve always been
extremely proud of our drums, it was also important to
me to re-establish the Gretsch name in guitars. It took
about five years to do that, and in 1990 we relaunched
Gretsch guitars to the US market. It was quite an undertaking, especially considering we had to completely
restaff the business.” When the company was sold to
Baldwin, Gretsch had 120 people working in its Brooklyn
headquarters, 18 people in an office in Chicago, and
a national sales team of 12. “When I got the company
back,” Gretsch says, “There were 12 people making drums
in Arkansas, and about a half dozen people in an office in
Tennessee. So we were really starting over. We relocated
the company to Savannah, Georgia, where we are now,
and started rebuilding.”
And rebuild he has. 2008 will mark the Gretsch Company’s 125th year, a year Fred Gretsch calls “the first of
the next 100.” The guitar and drum brands continue to
grow, and the company’s Gretsch Foundation is supporting music education through its Guitar Art Project (www.
GuitarArt.org). Most importantly, members of the fifth
and sixth generations of the Gretsch family are being
groomed to one day take over the business.
“We think continuity counts, and the continuity from one
generation to the next is strong,” says Gretsch. “I don’t
necessarily want us to be the biggest company in the
industry, but I want us to be recognized as having the
best instruments. I want us to be known as a company
that enriches lives. I want my grandfather’s spirit to live on.”
www.makingmusicmag.com
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